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The Business
Business name:

NEXTDC Ltd.

Business structure:

Private Exempt Company Limited by Shares

Registered Business Address:

Level 6/100 Creek Street BRISBANE QLD 4000

Date established:

October 2010
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About NEXTDC
NEXTDC is an ASX200-listed technology company enabling business transformation through innovative data centre outsourcing
solutions, connectivity services and infrastructure management software.
As Australia’s leading independently certified data centre operator with a nationwide network of enterprise-grade facilities, we
provide full-service data centre solutions that power, secure and connect local and international organisations. With a
commitment toward driving global leadership in energy efficiency and sustainability, our facilities showcase superior
engineering designs that are purpose built to drive exceptionally high levels of energy efficiency, certified to NABERS 5-star
standards.
NEXTDC is a Queensland born business that is headquartered in Brisbane, with a current network of eleven data centres
nationally, targeting a total capacity of 300MW, delivered to businesses Australia-wide. We continue to invest heavily into the
Australian market, with our national footprint set to expand further still.
NEXTDC’s first generation data centres were engineered to achieve a minimum of Uptime Institute Tier III certified standards.
Our second generation of data centres set a new benchmark in the Australian industry, as the only colocation facilities nationally
to achieve Uptime Tier IV certification for Design and Constructed Facility and the only data centres in the Southern Hemisphere
to achieve Uptime Institute Gold certification for Operational Sustainability. As the only data centre provider to deliver globallyrecognised data centre solutions certified to Uptime’s pinnacle Tier IV standard, NEXTDC’s industry leading facilities, backed
by a 100% uptime guarantee have become the preferred choice for Enterprise and Government Departments and Agencies to
build their digital platform, optimise and future-proof their digital transformation strategy, and secure their most important
business resource – their data.
Building a more sustainable future for the generation to come is something NEXTDC is passionate about and is embedded in
our core company values. We are responsible for building the infrastructure for the digital economy that will support our future
generations, therefore we set ourselves a goal to deliver a new global benchmark in data centre design that will deliver a higher
level of sustainability and operational excellence for our customers and our environment. All NEXTDC data centres are
engineered to showcase a level of energy efficiency never before seen in Australia. The M1 Melbourne data centre was the
first Australian facility to receive a 5-star NABERS rating, with S1 Sydney rated a 4.5-star NABERS facility.
As an Australian company, partnering with NEXTDC and leveraging the full breadth of our extensive Partner ecosystem
consisting of over 500 ICT service providers, the world’s largest cloud platforms and the nation’s carrier networks, means
customers have the flexibility to connect to the critical cloud and ICT services their business needs to thrive, with the added
assurance that their private data remains onshore under Australian jurisdiction.

where the cloud livesTM
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About AXON
Connectivity with NEXTDC allows you to connect your physical and virtual worlds and unite the people, places and clouds most
critical to the success of your organisation. The way we help you achieve this is via NEXTDC’s Ethernet connectivity platform,
AXON.
AXON’s high-speed ethernet connections give you fast and secure access on-demand to any number of services across all our
locations, allowing you to connect the clouds, carriers and data centres.
AXON is an advanced virtual interconnection platform that enables high-performance connections on-demand between your
clouds, carriers and data centres. Delivering fast and private connections in under 30 seconds, AXON allows you to unite your
mission critical services and orchestrate your own custom hybrid network in real-time.
Offering complete connectivity neutrality, AXON offers customers much needed flexibility to connect freely to the services
critical to your business, allowing you to efficiently orchestrate and manage your own cloud environment.
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Challenge
As the complexities around cloud and network connectivity continued to grow, NEXTDC identified the need for a solution that
would support the entire lifecycle of the NEXTDC AXON Software Defined Network (SDN) product. The solution would take a
holistic view and include the following fundamentals:



An internet facing customer portal, enabling customers to customise their environment



An application middle tier



A backend orchestration platform and associated network management systems, and



Connectivity into the SDN networks.

Additionally, a second development and test environment was also required, which would run in parallel. The creation of this
additional environment would enable NEXTDC to automate the provisioning of hosted Direct Connect service that our
customers required.

Solutions
NEXTDC investigated multiple options, including the use of local “on premises” hosted solutions as well as other cloud
providers. Instead, NEXTDC opted to develop a provisioning platform using AWS through Direct Connect, via our own AXON
platform. The very platform that relies on the AWS resources mentioned in this document to achieve customer provisioning
over the AXON Software Defined Network (SDN).
NEXTDC’s AWS services include:



EC2



ELB



Elastic IPs



Security



Storage



S3



Direct Connect

An important aspect of the architecture was to ensure a highly available, secure connection from the orchestration platform to
the network equipment. The use of Direct Connect means that no matter what the state of internet services we can guarantee
our customers that our backend telemetry and provisioning services remain available using a known path through the physical
infrastructure that we operate.

A thriving business
is a connected business
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Figure 1 - AXON orchestration platform architecture
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AXON services used
NEXTDC leveraged private, dedicated network access to AWS through its very own AXON fabric. This enables low-latency and
high-performance uploads of data used to orchestrate the AXON platform. When connecting to AWS Direct Connect via AXON,
the Elastic Cross Connect (EXC) forms the Layer 2 part of the connection. Layer 3 (BGP) connectivity is then established
between the customer and the AWS cloud platform. This allowed NEXTDC to utilise AWS public and private interfaces; as well
as letting NEXTDC scale the service where appropriate and run it in parallel with the AWS services used for this project.

Benefits
There are many benefits of using AXON for connectivity including secure, private connections, very low latency, and the
increased flexibility of carrier neutrality it offers customers. Establishing a dedicated high-speed connection allows for scalability
on-demand and the cost advantages associated with pay-as-you-go connectivity. Delivered as-a-Service and billed by the hour,
interconnectivity with AXON ensures that you only ever pay for what you use, giving you full control over your spend and
connectivity scale. Using our simplified inter-capital connectivity services, AXON gives your cost efficiencies and flexibility back
to you and your organisation.
Delivering high performance connectivity, AXON offers customers the ability to customise and manage their own private,
secure network in real-time. AXON enables customers to optimise their infrastructure by moving applications and workloads
between private, public and on-premises platforms, empowering them to take full advantage of the endless scale and agility of
cloud without compromising on cost, security or performance, whilst continuing to maximise business growth.
The benefits of AXON using its own network to connect to AWS gives NEXTDC the ability to scale the performance of our
connectivity services that we deliver customers, dynamically through the AXON Portal and/or API.

Next steps
NEXTDC have spent 5 years developing a mature and efficient connectivity platform, designed to support the requirements of
our customers now and in the years to come. NEXTDC continues to invest heavily into building out the AXON platforms
capabilities, which will see a number of new features and service enhancements delivered in FY20. One of the planned
enhancements includes the integration of the Amazon high capacity offering which will deliver higher capacity hosted Direct
Connect services, in turn allowing us to reduce the cost to partners while still maintaining our flexible service delivery via the
AXON Portal.
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